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GrowGroup IFS introduces their own Grow Container Systems GCS 40HQ

GrowGroup IFS introduces the GrowGroup Grow Container Systems “GCS 40HQ” for small
container cluster farms, research & development, schools & universities and pilots for new indoor
farms. With this new solution now GrowGroup IFS can support also small farms on an accessible
way with their unique and full approach including support with the operation through their
partners GaaS Wageningen and Hoogendoorn Growth Management.
Grow Container Systems “GCS 40HQ”
The GCS 40HQ is available in different models. All models are in a 40ft container and includes LED
technology, climate computers with remote control and extensive control on water, temperature,
humidity, CO2 and lighting. The basic model has a very low entry-level and is upgradable on different
levels. The client can choose for example for an upgrade to the highest quality of climate computers
of partner Hoogendoorn Growth Management or the highest quality of LED technology of Signify.
The client can even choose for the support with the operation through partner GaaS Wageningen.
“We support the bigger farmers with our unique and full approach on indoor farming for some time
already, but noticed also that smaller farmers in particular have a great need for this. That’s why we
launch our own GCS solution right now, so all farmers can use the newest technology of indoor
farming for year round cultivation all over the world”, John Breedveld, CEO GrowGroup IFS.
GaaS Wageningen
Partner GaaS Wageningen from the Netherlands has access to a pool of more than 200 agricultural
specialists. Its core business is supporting with the operation of high-tech indoor farms from the
small ones as the container farms up to the large ones as the big indoor factories. They have high
knowledge of indoor farming and sharing their knowledge with the farmers by supporting and
training them but also with schools and universities.

GrowGroup IFS
GrowGroup IFS (Innovative Farming Solutions), founded by CEO John Breedveld in Barendrecht in the
Netherlands, is specialised in developing indoor farming based on the most advanced Dutch
innovative farming solutions, especially in regions where normal cultivation is restricted by extreme
climate and or limited space.
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